The success of Standardization in line casting composing machines as embodied in the Intertype, is now acclaimed by Printers as a great achievement in the mechanical typographical art, and was accomplished through the concentrated efforts of Intertype Engineers and Designers exclusively, and primarily for the purpose of relieving the conditions brought about by the complicated mechanical line casting equipment in use in newspaper and job printing offices. Standardization keeps the
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The success of Standardization in line casting composing machines as embodied in the Intertype is now acclaimed by Printers as the greatest achievement in the mechanical typographical art, and was accomplished through the efforts of Intertype Engineers and Designers exclusively, and primarily for the purpose of relieving conditions brought about by the complicated mechanical line casting equipment in use in newspaper and job printing offices. Standardization keeps the Printer's investment always at a minimum. He need not tie up good money now in equipment he might not require until later on. INTERTYPE MAGAZINES, MOULDS, LINERS, ETC., ARE FREELY INTERCHANGEABLE. UP-KEEP EXPENSE IS SURPRISINGLY SMALL.
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The success of Standardization in line casting composing machines as embodied in the Intertype, is now acclaimed by Printers as the greatest achievement in the mechanical typographical art, and was accomplished through concentrated efforts of the Intertype Engineers and Designers exclusively, and primarily for the purpose of relieving the conditions brought about by the complicated mechanical line casting equipment in use in news and job printing offices. Standardization keeps the Printer’s investment always at a minimum. He buys a Standardized basic unit and only such Standard equipment units as his present business demands. He need not tie up good money now in equipment he might not require until later on.
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